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EDITORIAL

It is very pleasing to be receiving much more
cetacean news and information from different
countries around Europe. The procedure instigated
with National Contact Persons seems to be
working pretty well now, particularly with those
countries bordering the eastern and southern
Mediterranean and the Black Sea, newly
represented in the Society.

lf you have any further news or information to
contribute, please either e-mail or fax it to me
(preferably the former so I don't have to retype
it). The deadline for the next newsletter is the
end of December.

This newsletter contains a number of ECS
matters, including details of our next two
conferences. Please note the deadlines f or
registration.

Have a happy Christmasl

PETER EVANS

ECS NEWS

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
EUROPEAN CETACEAN SOCIETY,

STRALSUND GERMANY, 1997

The Eleventh Annual Conference of the European
Cetacean Society will be held at the German
Museum for Marine Research and Fishery in
Stralsund, Germany between Monday 1Oth and
Wednesday 12th March 1997. The theme will be
"Behavioural Aspects of Cetacean Bycatch".
Patronage has been provided by the Federal
Minister of the Environment.

A Workshop on Marine Mammal Nutrition will be
held at Duisberg from Tuesday 18th to Wednesday
1gth March, immediately following the EAAM
Conference. The Workshop Organiser is Geraldine
Lacave.

Further details about the conference and the
workshop are being circulated along with this
newsletter.

HARALD BENKE
Conference Organiser,

Deutsches Museum für Meereskunde und Fischerei
(German Museum for Marine Research and

Fishery), Katharinensberg'14/20,
18439 Stralsund,

Germany
Tel +49 3831 295135
Fax +49 3831 292217

E-mail 101 676.1264@compuserve.com

TWELFTH BIENNIAL CONFERENCE ON THE

BIOLOGY OF MAR¡NE MAMMALS
&

TWELFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
EUROPEAN CETACEAN SOCIETY

Sponsored by The Society for Marine Mammalogy
and the European Cetacean SocietY

FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT

The 12th Biennial Conference on the Biology of

Marine Mammals and the 12th Annual Conference
of the European Cetacean Society will be held
together as the WORLD MARINE MAMMAL
SCIENCE CONFERENCE in Monaco from 20th to
25th January 1998. lt will be hosted by the
Congress Center of Monaco and the adjacent Hotel
Loews in Monle-Carlo.

The Principality of Monaco (including Monaco-
ville and Monte-Carlo) is located on the
Mediterranean Sea, surrounded by French small
cities, and close to the French-ltalian border. The
closest international airport is in Nice (France)
linked to Monaco by a motorway (20 miles of
sometimes heavy traffic), train (20 minutes) and
helicopter (6 minutes). For the international
flights arriving in Paris, there are domestic
flights to Nice every half an hour.

The current language in Monaco is French but
most people speak ltalian and many speak English.
As usual, the only language of the meeting will be
English. The Monagasc currency is the French
Franc (FF), US$1 is equivalent to 5 FF.

Many hotels are available in the Principality and
in the surrounding French cities or villages.
Within a walking distance from the Congress
Centre, hotel rates range from $25 to $120 per
person per night, depending on the hotel standard
(1 to 4 stars) and the room chosen (single to
triple). There is also a small Youth Hostel at $15
per person per night. Detailed information on
hotels will be provided in the second
announcement. As Monaco is a very touristic
area, we suggest the participants book their hotel
room as soon as possible.

Preliminary information will be mailed to
members of both Societies in January 1997.

Registration material and abstract submission
forms will be mailed to members in Spring 1997.

Conference information will also be posted on:
MARMAM internet discussion page
the SMM home page (http:/ipegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-
smm) and the ECS home page (http://web.
inte r. nl. net/use rs/J.W. broe kema/ecs. htm).
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The deadline for abstract submission will be 30th

June 1997. Abstracts may be submitted as hard
copy, fax or e-mail in order to meet the
submission deadline. HOWEVER, all abstracts
submitted by fax or e-mail MUST be followed up

with a camera-ready hard copy. Proposals for
evening symposia and workshops should be
submitted to :

Roger Gentry
(Scientific Program Committee Chair)
NMFS-NOAA
7600 Sand Point Way NE,

Seattle, WA,
usA 98115

Tel +1 (206) 526 4032
Fax +1 (206) 526 6615
email: gentry@ racesmtp.afsc.noaa.gov

ANNEæLLET
Program Committee Chair

World Marine Mammal Scientific Conference
Centre de Recherche sur les Mammiferes Marins

Port des Minimes
17000 La Rochelle

FRANCE

Tel +33 546 45 17 87
Fax +33 546 44 99 45

email : crmm@cri.univ.lr.fr

I NOTE : My telephone number will change pretty
soon to another as yet unknown number, but the
fax and e-mail will remain the same. As soon as
the new number is functioning, I will put the
information on the SMM and ECS Home Pages.

Anne Collet l

STUDENT REPRESENTATION
ON THE ECS BOARD

At the last ECS Conference the opportunity was
created for students to elect a representative at
the ECS Board.

Since such a task could involve many different
urgent actions and since, as representantive, I

aim to select those that are perceived by the
majority as ourgentn, I would appreciate to have
your feedback by filling in the information below.

With the support from Dr. Harald Benke and the
Marine Museum in Stralsund, I intend to organise
a meeting for students during the next ECS
Conference 1997, where we shall be able to
discuss in more detail this and other issues (e.9.
Conference 1998 in Monaco).

Please indicate three aspects that you consider
should be given priority, and rank them according
to their importance (with '1' as top priority).

- compile information for the newsletter,
regarding:
. courses 0
r surVêys 0
. grants 0
. oiìgoing projects on specific subjects 0

. whale-watching programs 0

. other activities where students could be
gaining experience in exchange for carrying out

specific tasks 0

Mainly in Europe (other countries depending on

co-operation with other societies);

- organise short-duration courses, focusing on:
. theory 0
o prâctice 0

- organise debates (e.9. limitations of fieldwork
in natural vs. artificial environments) to occur
during ECS Conferences 0

- other issues regarding ECS Conferences would
be dealt with at the next Conference in Stralsund

- please specify any other relevant aspect.

PAULAMORENO
Pcta. Bento Moura, 2-5sC,

P-2810 Laranjeiro,
Portugal

Tel. +351 1 2546456
Fax +351 1 7780097

17TH COUNCIL MEETING OF THE ECS

The Council met twice during the Tenth Annual
Conference in Lisbon, Portugal, on 1Oth and 13th
March. The following were present: Giuseppe
Notarbartolo di Sciara (GNS), Peter Evans (PE),
Beatrice Jann (BJ), Roland Lick (RL), Anlonio
Raga (TR), Marina Sequeira (MS), and Ursula
Siebert (US).

Changes to Council MS has served
her full period on the Gouncil. The Council
nominated Anne Collet to succeed her. GNS
thanked MS for her work over the last four
years, and for organising the conference.

There was no reply to the announcement in
Newsletter No. 24 for a student member. The
AGM first has to accept the change in the
constitution announced by a show of hands. Then
the student membership has to elect their
candidate. 'Students" are def ined as those
individuals paying student membership fees. TR
explained that student candidates will present
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themselves personally. The students will meet
before the AGM to choose their candidates.

A new Chairman has to be chosen, since GNS is

due to resign in 1997 at the Conference in
Stralsund. Christina Lockyer was proposed to
succeed him (assuming she is elected onto
Council).

Organisation of ECS With the changing
circumstances arising from the move of the Sea

Mammal Research Unit from Cambridge to St.

Andrews, Scotland, Mandy Lisle has had to stop
her work for the ECS. This will require ultimately
finding another location to house ECS publications,

and more immediately necessitates f inding
someone to take over the management of the
membeership list and mailing. The membership
list needs updating. After much discussion, Harald
Benke kindly offered to manage the membership
list with the help of his staff, who would also
undertake mailings through the German Museum
of Marine Research and Fishery.

PE and MS summarised the status of the
Newsletters and Proceedings:
No. 24 was the last newsletter sent out by
Mandy; No. 25 was printed by MS and would be
distributed at the conference, and mailed out to
those not attending; No. 26 is a special issue on
pathology, which would be distributed to all
members at the same time.

The Lugano Proceedings are ready but we are
awaiting funds for printing and distribution.

Conferences: 1996 Lisbon

Finances, Registration, etc.
MS recorded that more than 310 people
registered for the conf erence. The f inances
appeared to be OK a few weeks before the
conference although as yet there is no extra
funding available for printing of the Proceedings
although Expo has promised some funding support
and MS's lnstitute has offered to purchase some
copies of the Proceedings. The situation is
unclear, but looks positive.

With regard to subsidising some participants at
the conference, GNS considered that money
should be made available to expand the
membership southwards and eastwards by
supporting the travel costs of those who have an

obvious need f or funding aid, rather than to
channel those funds towards paying for illustrious
speakers. The next Autumn Board meeting should
decide on this. PE suggested that a contingency
fund should be set up.

The board accepled unanimously a suggestion by
MS to ask different prices for people registering
after the deadline, as well as her suggestion that

people attending workshops should pay a small
fee, which should help pay the expenses of invited

speakers to workshops.

ECS T-Shirts have been made in two colours, but

no polos have been made.

GNS congratulated MS on the production of the
abstract book.

MS prepared a list of the students registering for
the awards. The following persons would form the

iury and report to PE: Arne Biørge (Chairman),

Anne Collet, Harald Benke, Manuel dos Santos,
Jonathan Gordon, and Geneviève Desportes.

Twenty-f ive students asked f or contributions
towards their travel expenses.

Any Problems TR pointed out that the
scientif ic review committee had deadline
problems, caused by the newsletter being
received late by some members, with the Orlando
conference held in that period, with Christmas
holidays, and, in France, a postal strike.

TR also pointed out that it had been very
important that half of the 125 abstracts were
sent by e-mail, which saved both time and money.
This also made them already available on diskette
for the production of the abstracts. 12 people
acted as referees, 3-4 people especially for the
oral presentations. However, some abstracts
were sent in as lale as the end of February. No
poster presentations were rejected.

1997 Stralsund US said that Harald Benke
contacted BJ for information on the organisation
of the Lugano conference. Mr Schulze would take
care of the organisation. Some pictures of
Stralsund would be shown at the AGM. The theme
of the conference has not been decided yet. BJ
suggested that the autumn Board meeting should
be held in Stralsund.

Harald Benke reported that the city hall or even a
bigger room at the technical university may be
used, otherwise the museum itself. The "team"
could count upon the staff of the Museum, several
students, and even members of the University of
Kiel. Harald Benke felt he had a good chance to get
sponsorship for the proceedings.

1998 Monaco A joint committee has
been formed involving the Councils of the ECS,
Society of Marine Mammalogy, and EAAM (the
latter have since withdrawn), and will be meeting
during the course of the Lisbon Conference. GNS
asked Anne Collet to give a short presentation at
the AGM (see also separate announcement in this
newsletter).
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Future Conferences There is no
candidate as yet for 1999 (if possible to be held
in Northern Europe). For the year 2000, there
are two candidates: Bayram Oztürk for Turkey
and Sarah Micallef for Malta.

Protocols f or Conference & Workshop
Organisers A Protocol for
Conference Organisers was put together by Phil
Hammond and is now available for any persons
planning to organise an ECS Conference. GNS
suggested he ask Manuel García Hartmann if he
would draft a protocol for Workshop Organisers
because of his experience in this area. The draft
would then be circulated for comment. Manuel
would be helped by US, since he has never been on

the Board.

Finances and Membership RL presented
the Financial statement. GNS expressed concern
about having frequent workshops if they were
accompanied by expensive proceedings. US
suggested that workshop organisers should be
told that the Society is not able to pay for
workshop proceedings so they should try to find
sponsorship.

BJ asked how much is spent servicing each
member, in case we were operating beyond our
capacity. PE pointed out that this would be a

difficult year to calculate this from because many
members had not paid their back dues, the
membership list needed updating, we did not know
yet whether Expo would be providing funds that
would sponsor the Proceedings, and we did not
know how many of the Pathology workshop
proceedings would be paid for by a sponsor.

With the Membership List changing hands from
Cambridge to Stralsund, there has been a backlog
of names and addresses that need updating. This
will take some time, particularly since a number
of members have moved addresses but not
informed the Secretary of their moves. The role
of national contact persons in exploring these
cases was raised.

Contact Persons and Working Groups lt
was felt that there were two points that needed
discussing at a meeting of National Contact
Persons to be held during the Annual Conference:
(1) would they agree to updating the membership
list for their country; and (2) do they want to
continue in the same capacity, and if so would
they provide at least some material every six
months.

It was suggested that there should be a deadline
for the Annual Report, but it need not be the same
for everybody, or alternatively the material
could be spread across several newsletters.

ECS Leaflet This is ready to be printed as
soon as money is available

EGS Sales ECS T-shirts are ready for the
conference. Quite a number of Proceedings have
also been sold.

Circulation of ECS Resolutions and Other
Inormation BJ suggested that E-mail and

WWW were good means to circulate ECS

information. TR offered a free page through the
University of Valencia. GNS suggested this offer
might be made directly to Jan-Willem Broekema,
and he would send him both the new ECS logo and

leaflet information.

ECS PROCEEDINGS

Publication of the Proceedings arising from the
gth Annual Conference held in Lugano,
Switzerland, has been deferred until March 1997
when they will be distributed along with the
Lisbon Proceedings, at the Annual Conference in

Stralsund. This step has been taken to try to
minimise on the large mail-out costs and ensure
that we have suff icient f unds available f or
production of both (those not attending will
obviously receive the Proceedings by post).
Normally we try to obtain sponsorship at each
conf erence for production and circulation of
Proceedings, but in recent years some promised
sponsorship has not materialised. ln Lugano,
Beatrice Jann obtained funds for production of the
Montpellier Proceedings but we are still awaiting
funds promised to us at Lisbon from Expo.

Please bear with us whilst we try to build up our
finances once more.

PEI-ER EVANS

RECENT RESEARCH

ALGERIA

There is only one institute in Algeria conducting
cetacean research. This is the Laboratory of
Marine Riolaav and Pollulion lnstitute of Natural

Sciences, University of Oran, Es-Senia, Oran.
Five persons are involved in cetacean research,
of whom two are ECS members.

The main fields of research being conducted are:
cetacean observations; determination of pollutant
levels in different organs of stranded cetaceans;
and identification of cetacean parasites.
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Boutiba, 2., Abdelghani, F., Taleb, M.Z. and

Bouderbala, M. (ln Press). Strandings record of a

Cuvier's beaked whale in Algerian waters. ln
European Research on Cetaceans ' 10. Proc. of

1Oth Annual Conference of the European Cetacean
Society, Lisbon, 11-13 March 1996.

Boutiba, 2., Abdelghani, F. and Merzoung, D. (ln
Press). Parasitological information on cetaceans
stranded on Algerian coasts. ln European
Research on Cetaceans - 10. Proc. of 1Oth Annual
Conference of the European Cetacean Society,
Lisbon, 11-13 March 1996.

FOUADABDELGHANI
Laboratory of Marine Biology and Pollution,

lnstitute of Natural Sciences,
University of Oran,

Es-Senia, Oran,
31000 Algeria

-lel. +213 6 410078
Fax +213 6 354824

DENMARK

Research Organisations in Denmark involved in

cetacean research include the following:

F)anhirr Ânq Tornagervej 2, 2920 Charlottenlund,
Denmark (includes two ECS members: Jonas
Teilmann and Mads Peter Heide-Jørgensen). Their
research has involved national co-ordination for
SCANS experimental survey in April 1994 and
1995; bycatch reduction of harbour porpoises in
1 995 & 1996; and satellite-TDR tagging of
harbour porpoises in summer 1996

ñenieh lnclilnla lnr Fichariac Þacaarnh

Charlottenlund Slot, Jagerborg Alle 18, 2920
Charlottenlund, Denmark (f rom 1996, these
include two ECS members: Finn Larsen and
Christina Lockyer). Members of this lnstitute
have conducted investigations on the Danish North
Sea gillnet fisheries for cod and turbot. Data on
f ish catches and incidental take of marine
mammals and birds were obtained using
observers onboard commercial fishing vessels
during 1993 and 1994. They joined the By-Care
project in 1996 (bycatch and f isheries
interaction with marine mammals).

Danish lnstitute for Fisheries. Technology and
Aquaculture, the North Sea Centre, PO Box 59,

9850 Hirtshals, Denmark (no ECS people
involved). They have been conducting
investigations on the Danish North Sea gillnet
fisheries together with the Danish lnstitute for
Fisheries Research.

Department of Population Biology. Zoological
lnstitute. University of Copenhagen, Universitets
parken 15, 2100 Copenhagen O, Denmark. They
have been carrying out genetic analyses on

cetaceans from Greenland during 1994 and 1995.

Greenland lnstitute of Natural Resources
(formerly Greenland Fisheries Research
lnstitute), Tagensvej 135, 1st f loor, 22Oo

Copenhagen N, Denmark (four ECS people
involved: Mads Peter Heide'Jørgensen, Jette
Jensen, Finn Larsen, and Pia Barner Neve). These

have been conducting a number of research
programmes on cetaceans in Greenland.

National Environmental Research lnstitute
(formerly Greenland Environmental Research
lnstitute), Department of Arctic Environment,
Tagensvej 135, 4.floot, 2200 Copenhagen N,

Denmark (no ECS people involved). These have
been conducting research on cetaceans in
Greenland, and heavy metal analysis of stranded
cetaceans from Denmark.

National Forest and Nature Agency. Ministry of

the Environment, Haraldsgade 53, 2100
Copenhagen Ø, Denmark (no ECS people involved,
but they are an institutional member). They
collect stranding information.

Zoological Museum, Universitetsparken 15, 2100

Copenhagen O, Denmark (one ECS person
involved: Karl Kinze). He has overseen the
strandings network in Denmark, conducted
necropsies of stranded cetacean, and is currently
involved in establishing whale research in
Thailand.

Aerhue llnivcrsilv Taol¡'aiaal ln-slilutc
Universitetsparken, 8000 Aarhus, Denmark (No
ECS people involved). They are conducting
research on echolocation.

Finally, Genevieve Desportes has also been
involved in various cetacean survey projects
(e.9. as SCANS survey Team Leader, and survey
cruises in the Antarctic).

The main f ields ol research currently being
undertaken in Denmark f ocus upon trying to
reduce the number of bycatches of harbour
porpoises.

Recent Publications The following publications
have been made by Danish authors during 1995
and 1996:

Aarefjord, H., Bjørge, 4.J., Kinze, C.C. and
Lindstedt, l. 1995. Diet of the harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena) in Scandinavian waters. /nt
Whal. Commn (special issue 16): 211-222.
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Bärub, M. and Palsbøll, P.J. (in press).
ldentification of sex in cetaceans by multiplexing
with ZFX and ZFY specific primers. Mol. Ecol.,5.

Dietz, R. and Heide-Jørgensen, M.P. 1995.
Movements and swimming speed of narwhals,
Monodon monoceroE, equipped with satellite
transmitters in Melville B"y, northwest
Greenland. Can. Jour. Zool.,73 (11): 2106-2119.

Heide-Jørgensen, M.P. 1995. The scientif ic
background for the management of monodontids in

West Greenland. ln: Blix, 4.S., Walloe, L. and
Ulltang. O. (Eds.) 'Whales, seals, fish and man."
Developments in Marine Biology 4: 683-688.

Heide-Jørgensen, M.P. and Dietz, R. 1995. Some
characteristics of narwhal, Monodon monoceros,
diving behaviour in Baffin Bay. Can. Jour. Zool.
73 (1 1): 2120-2132.

Heide-Jørgensen, M.P. and Reeves, R. 1996.
Evidence for a decline in beluga, Delphinapterus
Ieucas, abundance off West Greenland. ICES J.

Mar. Sci., 53: 61-72.

Kinze, C.C. 1995. Danish whale records 1575 -

1991 (Mammalia, Cetacea). Review of whale
specimens stranded, directly or incidentally
caught along the Danish coasts. Steenstrupia
21:155-196.

Kinze, C.C. 1995. Exploitation of harbour
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) in Danish waters:
A historical review. Rep. ln. Whal. Commn
(special issue 16): 141-154

Larsen, 4.H., Feddersen, T.P. and Palsbøll, P.J.
(in press). Rapid screening procedure for
detecting mtDNA haplotypes in humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae). ln: A. Karp ef a/. (Ed.),
Molecular tools for screening biodiversity. Plants
and animals. Chapman and Hall, London.

Larsen, B.H. 1995. A note on catches and
exploitations of harbour porpoises (Phocoena
phocoena L. 1758) around the Faroe lslands. Rep.
lnt Whal. Commn (special issue 16): 155-158.

Larsen, B.H. 1995. Parasites and pollutants in

seven harbour porpoises (Phocoena phocoena L.

1758) from the Faroe lslands, 1987-1988. Rep.
lnt Whal. Commn (special issue 16): 223-230.

Larsen, F. 1995. Abundance of Minke and Fin

Whales off West Greenland, 1993. Æep. lnt. Whal.

Commn 45: 365-370.

Miller, L.4., Pristed, J., Møhl,B. and Surlykke,
A. 1995. The click-sounds of narwhals (Monodon
monoceros) in lnglefield Bay, Northwest
Greenland. Mar. Mam. Scr. 11 (4): 491-502.

Palsbøll, P.J., Clapham, P.J., Mattila, D'K.,
Larsen, F., Sears, R., Siegismund, H. R.,

Sigurjønsson, J., Vasquez, O. and Arctander, P.

1995. Distribution of mtDNA haplotypes in the
North Atlantic humpback whales: the influence of

behavior on population structure. Marine Ecology
Progress Series 1 16: 1-10.

Palsbøll, P.J. and Arctander, P. (ln press).

Primers for animal mitochondrial DNA: the
importance of species specific primers. ln: A.

Karp ef a/. (Ed.). Molecular tools for screening
biodiversity: Plants and animals. Chapman and

Hall, London.

Palsbøll, P.J., Clapham, P.J., Jørgensen, H.,

Larsen, F., Mattila, D.K., Sears, R. and Vasquez,

O. (ln press). The value of parallel analysis of

uni- and bi-parental inherited loci: the North
Atlantic humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae). ln: A. Karp ef a/. (Ed.). Molecular
tools for Atlantic screening biodiversity: Plants
and animals. Chapman and Hall, London.

Palsbøll, P.J., Heide-Jørgensen, M.P. and Dietz,
R. (ln press). Population structure and seasonal
movements of narwhals, Monodon monoceros,
determined from mtDNA analysis. Heredity.

Teilmann, J. and Lowry, N. 1996. Status of the
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) in Danish
waters. Rep. lnt. Whal. Commn, 46:619-625.

Recent News 1 996 was an unusual
year for Denmark both for strandings and
bycatches. We had 18 sperm whales stranding
(one mass stranding of 16 animals) and seven
pilot whales taken in nets. For f urther
information about these strandings and
bycatches, contact the Zoological Museum of
Copenhagen.

JETTE JENSEN
Greenland lnstitute of National Resources,

c/o National Environmental Research lnstitute,
Department of Arctic Environment,

Tagensvej 135, 4.floor,
2200 Copenhagen N,

Denmark
Tel +45 35821415
Fax +45 35821420
E-mail: jej@dmu.dk

TURKEY

There are four institutes in Turkey involved in

cetacean research. These are:

Eaa¡ ¡|fi¡ nf Eicharioc lclanhr rl I lnirrarcihr Ordu
ECS
here

Cad. No. 20o, 34480 Lalel-lstanbul (one

member). Five persons are employed
working on matters relating to cetaceans.
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Science and Technology lnstitute. lstanbul
University has one person working on cetaceans
(no ECS members).

Marine Sciences lnstitute. Middle East Technical

Universitv has two persons working on cetaceans

(no ECS members).

Faculty of Marine Sciences. Black Sea Technical

U n ive rs ity has three persons working on

cetaceans (no ECS members).

The main f ields of research conducted on

cetaceans in Turkey are on bycatches and

strandings, and conservation of cetaceans and

monk seals.

Recent Publications:

Oztürk, B. (editor). 1996. Proceedings of the
First lnternational Symposium on the Marine
Mammals of the Black Sea, 27-30 June 1994,

lstanbul, Turkey. United Nations Environmental
Programme & United Nations Development
Programme. 120pp.

EUROPEAN NEWS

GREECE

Atypicaf Mass Stranding of Ziphius
cavÍrostris in Greece On Sunday 12th
May 1996, specimens of Cuvier's beaked whale
Ziphius cavirostris started to strand in the sandy
portion of Kyparissiakos Gulf (West Peloponnisos,
South lonian Sea, Mediterranean Sea). ln the
afternoon, at least twelve individuals had
stranded along the coast. Volunteers and
authorities succeeded in driving two of them back
to sea. Next morning (13th May), two individuals
(probably the individuals assisted during the
previous afternoon) came close to the point of
their release.

lnformed by Greenpeace Hellas, a team of two
marine biologists, an experienced volunteer, and
myself arrived in place on the early afternoon of
Monday 13th. Over a 24-hour period, we
succeeded in keeping alive one individual who
seemed to be strong and healthy. Unfortunately,
these efforts failed partly due to the lack of
support but also because of incorrect handling by
unskilled persons that appeared to be "the only
authorised persons" on site to take care of the
animal. With failing health, the animal was
euthanased in the evening.

Our team examined eleven of the twelve
individuals (8 males, 2 females, and one of
indeterminate sex), and recorded the stranding
location of the twelfth.

The twelve specimens were spread quite
homogeneously over a total distance of 33 km of

coastline. Starting f rom the northernmost
location (Zacharo village: 37o N 28' 60" N, 21o

37' OO" E), the distances to the next individuals
were approximately: 4.O, 4.5, 7.0, 0.3, 1.2,

3.0, 5.5, 4.5 and 1.8 kilometres (the f irst
position at Agrili village was 37o N 10' 50" N,

21o 35' 40" E). The total length of the eight
males varied between 4.4 and 5.2 metres, and

none of them had apparent teeth. However, most

of them had typical tooth scars on their skin. The
two females were around 4.5. metres long and did

not have any tooth scars. Skin and blubber
samples were taken as well as one stomach
content.

The lonian Sea has the greatest depths of the
whole Mediterranean Sea (5,090 metres), with
depths increasing very steeply close to the
Hellenic coasts. The above sea area is very good

habitat for the Cuvier's beaked whale, where it is
considered to be quite frequent on the basis of

both strandings data and direct observations.

Since 1992, at least five Cuvier's beaked whales
have stranded in the Kyparissiakos Gulf (three of

them stranded together on the same day). The
physiognomy of the coast with long sandy
stretches (at depths of 10-20 metres extending
from the coast into the open Gulf) may provide
the conditions for this location serving as a

"trap" for these pelagic animals. Or is it simply
that the location is situated close to an area
where Cuvier's beaked whales occur at high
frequency? Or perhaps the mass stranding is the
result of a virus inf ection (f or us, this latter
suggestion does not seem likely). ls there any
evident explanation for the absence of apparent
teeth from all the males examined? Presumably
we are to infer that this is a group of sub-adult
individuals.

Any ideas f rom specialists, information and
examples of previously recorded Ziphius mass
strandings, and literature on the subject, would
be much appreciated.

I would like to add that on 15th May, another
Cuvier's beaked whale was found entangled in

nets, out of Kyparisia Port. The animal was alive
when lound, and fishermen succeeded to set it

free again. Next day (16th May), yet another
Cuvier's beaked whale stranded on two occasions
(or were there two individuals?) at the northern
point of Kyparisiakos Gulf.

The above stranding involved the highest number
of individuals of any recorded in Greece, and so
far as we know is one of the most important mass
strandings ol Ziphius anywhere in the world.
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Could any specialist help us to reject some
possible causes - geo-magnetic disturbance,
viruses, pollution, disturbance of the echolocation
system in shallow sandy waters, etc?

ALEXANDROS FRANTZIS
Zoological Laboratory,
Department of Biology,
University of Athens,

Panepistimioupolis,
GR 157 84 Athina, Greece

NETHERLANDS

Here is a short report on publications about
cetaceans in the latest issue (vol. 7, part 3) of
the magazine Zoogdier (Mammals) of the Benelux
Society for the Study and Protection of Mammals.

ln this issue, Henk Baptist and Richard Witte
report on a sighting of f oraging porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena) in the North Sea. Henk has
been making monthly counts from the air of
seabirds and marine mammals during the last ten
years over the Dutch part of the North Sea.

Henk and Richard report upon seeing porpoises
feeding on a shoal of fish in ones or two's.
Porpoises are supposed to be solitary feeders.
What kepl them (and their plane) circling, was the
observation that the feeding porpoises were
succeeded after about five minutes by another
group, which arrived from about 200 metres
distance. lt appears that the next group was
attracted to the f eeding porpoises f rom a
relatively large distance. They could not have
seen them, so Henk and Richard suppose that the
sounds of the hunting porpoises were heard over
a distance of several hundreds of metres.

A short note by Chris Smeenk reports the
stranding of two dolphin species which are rare
on the Dutch coast. On June 25th, a striped
dolphin Stenella coeruleoalba stranded on the
island of Schiermonnikoog. On July 14th, a
Sowerby's beaked whale Mesoplodon bidens
stranded near the seal rehabilitation station of
Pieterburen (Groningen).

From October onward, a permanent exhibition on
whales opened in the Fries Natuurmuseum
(Leeuwarden, Friesland). Rotterdam Zoo
(Blijdorp) also has a new exhibition hall where
one of the stranded sperm whale Physeter
macrocephalus skeletons (1994) is also on
permanent display in a spectacular hall, built
specially for this purpose. Museum Natura Docet
(Denekamp) runs the exhibition "Stranded Giants"
until November 1Sth.

More information about the magazine Zoogdieris
available through the e-mail address

zoogdier@worldaccess.nl. However, the articles
are in Dutch!

JAN WILLEM BROEKEMA

CORRECTION

The article written by Dr Smeenk in Newsletter
No. 27: 9-1 1, concerning the Sperm Whale
Scientif ic Symposium held in Belgium in
November 1995, mentioned that Dutch samples
had been obtained illegally by Greenpeace. This
was written without knowledge of the fact that
Greenpeace had procured the samples in good

faith and were in possession of a CITES permit
issued in January 1995. We accept that
Greenpeace did not behave illegally in the taking,
transportation, or analysis of these samples, and
we apologise for this editorial oversight.

PUBLICATIONS

Diagnosis of by-catch in cetaceans:
Proceedings of the Second European
Cetacean Society Workshop on Cetacean
Pathofogy (Special ECS Newsletter lssue
No. 26)

ln the Summer Newsletter, it was announced that
extra copies of the above publication could be
purchased from Thijs Kuiken in Saskatchewan,
Canada.

However, anyone from Europe wishing to obtain a
copy should contact Manuel García Hartmann at
Duisberg Zoo, Mülheimer Str. 273, 47058
Duisberg, Germany (Fax 02-03-3055922).

Proceedings of the First lnternational
Symposium on the Marine Mammals of
the Black Sèa, 27-30 June 1994,
lstanbul, Turkey, edited by Bayram
Oztürk. Published in 1996. United
Nations Environmental Programme &
United Nations Development Programme.
I 20pp.

A symposium on the marine mammals of the Black
Sea was held in lstanbul in June 1994, supported
by UNEP and lstanbul University, and organised
by Bayram Oztürk and his team. The contributors
were mainly from the Black Sea riparian states
(i.e. Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania, Russia, Turkey,
and Ukraine), and the topics ranged from dolphin
f isheries, through morphological studies, to
conservation of Mediterranean monk seals. lt is
the very first book published on marine mammals
in the region through co-operation of the Black
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Sea countries, and should serve as a very useful
reference book for those concerned about the
marine mammals of this region.

lf anyone is interested in obtaining a copy, please
contact:

BAYRAM OZTURK
Faculty of Fisheries,
lstanbul University,

Ordu Caddesi No. 200,
Laleli - lstanbul,

Turkey
Tel/Fax +90 216 323 9050

The Conservation of Whales and Dolphins.
Science and Practice (1996), edited by
Mark P. Simmonds and Judith D.
Hutchinson. Published in 1996. John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd, Sussex, England.
496pp. ISBN 04971 96561 8. Ê60.

(Editorial Nofe: We have been asked by Wiley &
Sons Publishers if we would include the following
notice: )

The Conseruation of Whales and Dolphins provides
an in-depth analysis of the complex issues that
relate to the conservation of whales, dolphins and
other cetaceans. Experts from both the scientific
and conservation communities provide
contributions that, f irstly, review the threats
that cetaceans are faced with in the modern
world - some of which are now well understood -

and secondly, critically assess responses which
have been made to these threats. The
comprehensive and integrated assessment
provided ref lects the diversity of opinion lhat
exists about these issues. Topics covered include
directed and incidental (bycatch) takes; pollution;
habitat degradation; noise; global change; disease
and the special case of the river dolphins. The
international agreements that affect cetaceans
are considered (including the lnternational
Whaling Commission) as well as the role of Action
Plans and sanctuaries.

Essential reading for scientists and researchers
involved in Cetacean Conservation and all those
concerned with the future of these animals.

Contents: An lntroduction to Whales and Dolphins
. Directed Kills of Small Cetaceans Worldwide .
Fisheries lnteractions - A Case Study: The
Harbour Porpoise . Marine Mammal Conservation
and Fisheries Stock Management . Habitat Loss
and Degradation . The River Dolphins: The Road
to Extinction . Defining Future Research Needs
for Cetacean Conservation . Conservation in
Practice: Agreements, Regulations, Sanctuaries
and Action Plans.

FUTURE CONFERENCES &
WORKSHOPS

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE EUROPEAN
ASSOCIATION OF AQUATIC MAMMALS

The 25th Annual Conference of the European
Association ol Aquatic Mammals will be held in
Duisberg, Germany between Friday 14th and

Monday 17th March in GermanY.

For further details, please contact:

MANUEL GARCIA HARTMANN *
Duisbfrg zoo, !u

Mülheimer Str. 273,
47058 Duisberg,

Germany
Tel 0203-305-5942
Fax 0203-305-5922

E-mail ha005ha@rs1-hrz.uni-duisOfg.Oe /¿¿

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS

The American Society of Mammalogists (ASM)

would like to encourage marine mammalogists to
participate in its annual meetings. To this end the
ASM Marine Mammal Committee has requested
that oral and poster sessions specifically for
marine mammal presentations be included in the
programme of the forthcoming meeting at
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Oklahoma, 14th - 18th June, 1997.

Materials for submission of abstracts can be
requested from Dr. Karen McBee, Program Chair,
Dept. of Zoology LSW 430, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater OK, USA 74o78-3052
(Phone: 405-744-9680, Fax: 405-744-7824, e-
mail: mcbee @ okway.okstate.edu).

Abstracts should be clearly marked .FOR MARINE
MAMMAL SESSION" and post-marked not later
than 1st March 1997.

PAUL K. ANDERSON
Chairman,

ASM Marine Mammal Committee
e-mail: pkanders@acs.ucalgary.ca

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CETACEAN IDENTIFICATION
SLIDE PACK

A few years ago, a slide identification training
pack was assembled by Sea Watch Foundation,
with contributions of slides kindly provided by a

number of ECS members.
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One hundred copies of the pack were made, and

sold at cost price. Supplies have now been
exhausted, and we are considering getting some
more copies made. Although a number of requests

have been received for the pack, we do not have

sufficient orders to make more packs at a

reasonable cost (duplication costs are much lower

for large orders). lf anyone would like to
purchase a copy, please contact us as soon as
possible. The more orders we have, the lower the

unit cost will be.

The pack contains eighty colour slides depicting
the 28 cetacean species most regularly observed
in the eastern North Atlantic. Each species has

two or three pictures showing key identification
features. The larger whales are grouped for
comparison of blows, dorsal fins, and tail flukes.
Smaller cetaceans are arranged by species,
comparing head shapes and flank markings. where
possible, underwater shots and pictures of
stranded animals have also been included. With
every slide pack, there is a 14-page manual
depicting the most important identif ication
features depicted by each slide.

PETER EVANS

EUROPEAN CETACEAN PHOTO LIBRARY

Following the production of the above-mentioned
cetacean identif ication slide pack, we have
received many requests for pictures from a wide
variety of commercial interests (including
industry, newspapers & magazines, publishers,
etc). The demand for good quality pictures of
cetaceans appears to be relatively high, and we
are now receiving quite a number of requests
which we cannot satisfy. We are therefore
proposing the setting up of a cetacean photo
library to which ECS members are invited to
contribute.

lf suff icient persons are interested, we will
produce a colour brochure to market the pictures,
and employ someone part-time to managê this and
splitting the profits 50:50 with the photographer.
We would need to receive the original slides for
duplicating, but would then retain only the copy.
The photographer would be at liberty to
additionally sell his or her slides at any time so
long as they were not to a commercial Picture
Agency in UK (since that would aff ect
opportunities to market their pictures in this
cou ntry).

lf you have some good pictures of any cetacean
(or other marine mammal) that you would like to
include in the library, please get in touch soon.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
AVAI LABLE

The Pathology and Pathophysiology of
Stranded Cetaceans in New Zealand

MURF Postdoctoral Fellowship Available for
Cetacean Pathologist, at the Department of

Veterinary Pathology and Public Health, Faculty
of Veterinary Science, Massey University,
Palmerston North, New Zealand between January
1997 and December 1998. Salary $42,500 per

annum.

Closino date for applications : 30 November 1996

Massey University Cetacean lnvestigation Centre
is commilted to the investigation of the biology,
biophysics and pathophysiology of cetaceans.

An exciting post has been made possible by the
support of the Massey University Research Fund.

The aim of the project is to carry out detailed
pathological examination of stranded cetaceans
with ancillary tests to University Research Fund.

The aim of the project is to carry out detailed
pathological examination of stranded cetaceans
with ancillary tests to establish the health status
and possible reasons for strandings in New
Zealand waters. The Department of Conservation
is collaborating with the Faculty of Veterinary
Science by providing stranded cetaceans for full
post mortem examination. Where carcasses
cannot be transported, field examination will be
undertaken.

The successful applicant will be expected to
undertake cetacean necropsies and will be
supported by clinical pathology, microbiology,
virology, parasitology and molecular biology
laboratories. The laboratories are well-equipped
for conducting a f ull range of analytical and
investigative techniques. The Department has 14

academic staff and 14 technical assistants. The
Department interacts collaboratively with the
University Departments of Physiology and
Anatomy, Ecology and Physics as well as other
universities and research institutes both
nationally and internationally.

Within the Departments of Veterinary Pathology
and Public Health, Physiology and Anatomy, and
Physics, other cetacean research is ongoing.
Since 1992, Within the Departments of
Veterinary Pathology and Public Health,
Physiology and Anatomy, and Physics, other
cetacean research is ongoing.

PETER EVANS
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Applications should arrive no later
November 1996. Further details
application form are available from:

Since 1992, studies have been carried out on
humane slaughter techniques and use of the
electric lance in whales. At present this work is
developing to involve magnetic resonance and
impedance imaging and in addition lhere are
studies of the anatomy of the head and eye of
cetaceans and digestive tract of seals.

Applicants should have a PhD, preferably in

Veterinary Science, and experience in diagnostic
pathology. Previous work with marine mammals
would be an advantage, however the ability to
organise and coordinate, work with a team and
collaborate with those in the f ield and other
research institutes is considered to be especially
important.

For my Honours project I came out here to South

Africa, where I worked on a group of mass-
stranded common dolphins, Delphinus delphis.
During this time I was invited back to South
Africa once I had finished my degree to do a

Masters degree. Therefore I'm busy at the
moment looking at the age, growth, reproduction,
feeding and strandings of pygmy and dwarf sperm
whales off Southern Africa.

However, as mentioned above, I would like to go

back to Europe for my PhD. and was thus
wondering if anyone has any projects planned or

currently running that it would be feasible lo do
as PhD. projects. lf someone would like further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

STEPHANIE PLOEN

Department of Zoology & Entomology,
Rhodes University,

P.O.Box 94, Grahamstown 6140,
South Africa

e-mail G95P5349 @ giraffe. ru.ac.za

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

No Truth in Rumour Concerning Capture
ol lnia geoff rensis

It has come to our attention that rumours are
being spread about Duisberg Zoo and its alleged
intention of capturing lnia geoffrensis in South
America. Such rumours are incorrect. The false
information seemingly originates from a German
NGO which opposes the keeping of odontocetes in
captivity, possibly with the intention of damaging
the reputation of Duisberg Zoo.

Please note the following facts:

1. Duisberg Zoo has held two lnia geoffrensis in
its collection since 1975.

2. These two animals are being kept in a facility
which nowadays cannot be considered state of the
art.

3. Duisberg Zoo has the intention of building a new
facility f or these two animals inside a
representation of the tropical rain forest, called
"Amazonia", in an attempt to educate our
visitors by means of a portrayal of an ecosystem
rather than the display of a single animal species.

4. The new facility foresees no breeding pool for
lnia geoffrensis, nor the import of any river
dolphin for this purpose. lnstead, the new facility
is planned in such a way that the pool technology
will allow the keeping of zoo-bred manatees in the
future, once the lnia geoffrensis has died.

than 30
and an

Ms L Hensman (MURF Cetacean Postdoc), Human
Resources Section, Massey University, Private
Bag 11222, Palmerston North, New Zealand.

For further information on the project in the first
instance, please contact Dr J.E.B. Hunter, Project
Co-ordinator.

JANE HUNTER
Senior Lecturer, Dept. of Veterinary Pathology

and Public Health,
Massey University, Private Bag 11222,

Palmerston North,
New Zealand.

Tel +64 6 356 9099 ext. 789417995; Fax +64 6
350 5636; e-mail J.E.B. Hunter@massey.ac.nz

lEditorial Nofe; This request was posted on e-
mail shortly before going to press, hence the
very short deadlinel

RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP
SOUGHT

I am currently doing my M.Sc. on the biology of
pygmy and dwarf sperm whales (Kogia spp.) at
Rhodes University in Grahamstown, South Africa.
However, since I am originally German I would
like to get back to Europe to do my Ph.D. there,
and was wondering if anyone could give me any
further information on the possibility of doing a
Ph.D. on cetaceans in the Netherlands.

I was born and grew up in Goettingen, Germany,
but went to Great Britain after I had finished
school to do my BSc. Honours in Marine Biology at
the University of Wales, Swansea.
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5. Duisberg Zoo has been involved in research on

Inia geoffrensis for a long time. The two most
recent research projects included investigations
on the echolocation during capture of live fish,
and the establishment of a complete ethogram of
these two individuals in captivity. The lindings of
these two investigations will be published in the
English language in due course. Recently,
technical equipment for use in research on lnia
geoffrensis in the Amazon has been tested and
calibrated in Duisberg.

6. Duisberg Zoo is in the process of becoming
more involved in research on lnia geoffrensis in
the wild, in close co-operation with other
organisations already working in the field. Such
research, together with the attempts to improve
the husbandry of the two captive individuals, is
representative of the policy of Duisberg Zoo,
which sees its responsibility towards animal
husbandry and nature conservation in the sense
described by the World Zoo Conservation
Strategy: The role of zoos and aquaria of the
world in global conservation (1993).

ln summary: Duisberg Zoo has no intention to
capture cetaceans from their natural
environment.

Until very recently, we naively believed that the
improvement of husbandry conditions and the
stronger involvement in research on these
animals in their natural habitat would be
welcomed by people genuinely interested in
animal welfare. Yet, apparently, our intentions
are not well received by at least one NGO of the
anti-dolphinaria lobby, for whatever reasons.

MANUEL HARTMANN
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